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Madeira Second Graders Design for Sustainability 
	
Madeira second graders have problem-solving skills thanks to their work with the Design LAB Program, 
organized by the Architectural Foundation of Cincinnati. 

Design LAB (Learn and Build) is a educational program created to help make students aware of their 
environments through design. Professionals work with teachers in their classrooms to assist students in 
coming up with solutions to a real-world design problem. The projects are displayed via three-dimensional 
models and tri-fold panels during Design LAB Exhibit Week, after which winning entries are selected in four 
categories for each of the grade level categories (K-Grade 2, Grades 3-5, Grades 6-8, and Grades 9-12). 
Awards are presented for best application and meeting client needs, innovative designs, best use of 
sustainable materials, and outstanding project in each grade level category. This year’s project theme 
was ‘Food for Thought’ and challenged students to research, design and build models of sustainable food 
production and/or consumption.  

Second grade students in Nicole Prater’s class developed a combination farm and restaurant to provide diners 
with farm fresh food. In their project “Farm to Table,” Jake Marohn, Addison Powell, Jeff Hecht, and Abby 
Moose included solar panels, motion sensored lighting, and a kitchen with a roof that eliminates the need for 
air conditioning or heating. Volunteering to help the students were Ashley Weneck and Sarah Gronnett from 
SHP Leading Design 

Fran Wilson’s second grade students Adelyne Chu, Emma Combs, and Marley Dunnigan created their model 
“Bamboo Burger” with help from architect Emma Pevoar of SHP Leading Design. The students came up with a 
way to make sure pandas would always have access to their needed food, bamboo. They included locally 
grown bamboo and a restaurant lit by only natural sunlight. At the end of the Design LAB Exhibit, “Bamboo 
Burger” was awarded the K-2 Juror’s Choice Award presented to outstanding projects in each grade category.  

“It has been a great experience for our students,” Fran Wilson stated. “It requires them to use collaboration and 
planning skills as they incorporate the knowledge learned from the volunteers that come to our classrooms. 
Our children have learned about geometry, measurement, scale, and careers in engineering and design 
through this program.” This is the third year Madeira Elementary School (MES) second graders have 
participated in the program.  
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Members of the “Bamboo Burger” 
design team pictured (l to r); Marley 

Dunnigan Emma Pevoar, and 
Adelyne Chu. Emma Combs was 

also part of the group. 
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